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We study the causes of sustained participation in political movements. To identify the persistent effect of protest participation, we randomly indirectly incentivize Hong Kong university students into participation in an antiauthoritarian protest. To identify the role of social networks, we randomize this treatment’s intensity across major-cohort cells. We find that incentives to attend one protest within a political movement increase subsequent protest attendance but only when a sufficient fraction of an individual’s social network is also incentivized to attend the initial protest. One-time mobilization shocks have dynamic consequences, with mobilization at the social network level important for sustained political engagement. (JEL D72, D74, I23, Z13)

Protests demanding political rights have been a critical driver of economic, social, and political change for centuries (e.g., Acemoglu and Robinson 2012, 2019; Aidt and Franck 2015). While dramatic one-shot events capture public attention (e.g., the Hungarian Revolution of 1956 or Tiananmen Square in 1989), political rights have historically often arisen from successful, long-running movements: sequences of events in which sustained political engagement is important. Historically important instances include the women’s suffrage movements, the US civil rights movement, or the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa.
Political movements have received an enormous amount of attention from across the social sciences (e.g., Tilly 1978, Skocpol 1979, McAdam 1982, Goldstone 1991, Kuran 1997). Existing work has argued for the importance of individuals’ sustained engagement, working through social structures (Hirschman 1984, McAdam 1986, Tarrow 2005). Up to now, however, there does not exist well-identified—that is, experimental or quasi-experimental—evidence on the causes of individuals’ sustained participation in political movements.

Our paper provides the first such evidence. First, we identify the persistent effect of one’s own protest participation by randomly indirectly incentivizing Hong Kong university students into participation in an antiauthoritarian protest. We do so by paying subjects for providing us with information about protest crowd size; we thus do not pay for protest turnout per se but behavior conditional on turnout. This allows us to distinguish state dependence—the possibility that participation in one protest causally affects subsequent participation—from serial correlation in preferences.

We next test whether participation by one’s social network plays a causal role in shaping one’s own persistent protest participation by randomizing the intensity of this treatment across major-cohort cells. Finally, we explore mechanisms through which changed social interactions may generate persistent participation. Given that protests are inherently group events (see, e.g., Passarelli and Tabellini 2017), we consider changes in friendships, which among other things can affect the social utility arising from protest participation or reduce coordination costs. We also examine changes in preferences and beliefs (beliefs about the world or beliefs about others), as these are central in many models of protest participation (e.g., Tullock 1971, Bueno de Mesquita 2010, Shadmehr and Bernhardt 2011, Edmond 2013, and Barberà and Jackson 2020).

Our context is Hong Kong’s ongoing antiauthoritarian movement, demanding political rights from the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). We study participation in the July 1 marches, yearly protests that represent an important component of Hong Kong’s ongoing antiauthoritarian movement. We study the 2017 and 2018 marches: peaceful, modestly sized protests of around 50,000 citizens, aiming to both achieve policy concessions and signal the strength of the movement.

Our study faces a crucial identification challenge: we need to observe both exogenous protest participation at the individual level and independent exogenous variation in the protest participation of an individual’s social network. We design a field experiment to overcome this challenge, leveraging our online surveys with students at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST; see Cantoni et al. 2016, 2019). The experiment involves two dimensions of randomization. First, at the individual level, we randomly assign subjects to a condition in which they are indirectly incentivized to attend the 2017 march. Second, to generate exogenous variation in protest participation at the social network level, our design also randomly varies the proportion of treated individuals across major × cohort cells at

---

1 Studying participants in the 1964 Mississippi Freedom Summer Project, McAdam (1986, p. 88) writes that “a prior history of activism and integration into supportive networks acts as the structural ‘pull’ that encourages the individual to make good on his strongly held beliefs.”

2 We thus contribute to a growing empirical literature on the political economy of popular dissent in the Greater China region, e.g., Lorentzen (2013); Qin, Strömberg, and Wu (2017); King, Pan, and Roberts (2013); and Zhang (2016).
0 percent, 1 percent, 50 percent, or 75 percent treated. Importantly, these are the only two dimensions of randomization implemented, and both are pre-registered.

We find two main results. First, individual incentives lead to an immediate (2017) increase in protest turnout, and this effect does not vary with how many others in an individual’s social network receive incentives. Second, protest participation remains persistently (in 2018) higher but only among treated individuals who are initially treated along with at least 50 percent of their major × cohort cell. Thus, sustained participation in a political movement is not a result of self-selection and serially correlated preferences alone but is to some extent state dependent. In addition, social networks play a crucial role in this state dependence. These results have important implications for the evolution of political movements: a one-time mobilization shock will have dynamic consequences, with mobilization of social networks playing an important role in producing sustained political engagement.

We consider several mechanisms through which changed social interactions may produce the persistent protest participation we find among treated subjects in high treatment intensity cells. We begin by presenting evidence that treated subjects in high treatment intensity cells form significantly more new and stronger friendships with people who are politically active—this could directly increase the social utility from protest participation and also increase turnout through other channels. Consistent with changed social interactions reducing coordination costs, we find that treated subjects in high treatment intensity cells are by a large margin the most likely to convert their protest plans into action. We next examine changes in individuals’ political preferences and beliefs; while noisy estimates mean we cannot rule out some role for these channels, we do not find compelling evidence that they drive the persistent protest participation we observe among treated subjects in high treatment intensity cells.

Our results contribute to a growing empirical literature on the determinants of protest participation. Much of this work studies individuals’ participation in mass movements as a one-shot action and thus cannot shed light on the causes of persistent political engagement by individuals (e.g., Enikolopov, Makarin, and Petrova 2020; Manacorda and Tesei 2020; González 2020; Cantoni et al. 2019; Hager et al. 2019a, b). Other work (in particular, Madestam et al. 2013, on the Tea Party protests) identifies the spatial persistence of protests but cannot isolate individual-level persistent behavior or identify its causes. We are able to unpack persistence that has been observed in the aggregate, identifying individual-level persistent behavior that depends also on the behavior of others in one’s social network.3

Our own previous work (Cantoni et al. 2019) finds that protest participation in the same Hong Kong setting (although a previous protest is a game of strategic substitutes. This finding occurs within a single protest when beliefs about the turnout of the broader HKUST student body and the entire Hong Kong population are updated. In contrast to that work, we now study the influence of peers with whom one has relatively strong ties in a dynamic setting. Our work suggests that strong and

---

3 Our work is conceptually related to studies of persistence and social influence in voting behavior (among others, Gerber, Green, and Larimer 2008; Fujiwara, Meng, and Vogl 2016; and DellaVigna et al. 2017), though the dynamics of repeated protest participation may be very different from repeated voting, and the public and social nature of protests may make the role of social interactions distinct.
weak ties may function differently (Granovetter 1973): changes in the participation of the population at large will affect a subject’s beliefs about the likelihood that a discrete public good is produced or a government crackdown may occur, potentially generating strategic substitutability. In contrast, friends’ participation will have a large effect on the social utility derived from protest participation, the coordination costs of attending, and social image considerations, potentially generating strategic complementarity.

I. Experimental Setting and Design

A. Context: Hong Kong’s Antiauthoritarian Movement and the July 1 Marches

In the July 1, 1997, “handover,” Hong Kong was transferred from its status as a British colony, with limited democratic political rights but strong protections of civil liberties and respect for the rule of law, to being a special administrative region within the People’s Republic of China. The political institutions of Hong Kong are defined by its quasi constitution—the “Basic Law”—and follow a policy known as “one country, two systems.”

The Basic Law left several important dimensions ambiguous, which have been bargained over between the so-called “pan-democracy” and “pro-Beijing” camps since the handover. Every year, the confrontation between Hong Kong citizens and the Chinese government culminates in a protest march held on the anniversary of the “handover” on July 1. Those marches have achieved major policy changes; turnout has varied significantly across years, from less than 20,000 to over 500,000. The repeated nature of the July 1 marches—and their organizers’ interest in keeping up high rates of repeated participation—is a feature that the Hong Kong antiauthoritarian protests share with many other political movements.

Our experiment is embedded in the July 1 marches of 2017 and 2018. In both years, protest participation (around 50,000) was modest by historical standards.

B. Overview

Our experimental sample is drawn from the undergraduate student body at HKUST. We recruit subjects through an email sent to the entire HKUST undergraduate student body to participate in a yearly survey on students’ preferences (see Cantoni et al. 2016, 2019 for more details); the response rates have ranged between 10 percent and 20 percent. The survey wave in June 2017 includes around 1,100 subjects. Follow-up emails were subsequently sent to experimental subjects between July 2017 and July 2018.

A basic concern regarding self-reported political preferences and behavior is that subjects may not report their participation truthfully. We do not believe that self-censorship is likely in the context of our study. In prior research, we conducted list experiments (also known as the “item count technique”) suggesting that subjects

\[\text{In online Appendix A, we provide a richer description of the political background at the time of our experiment. Note that the implementation on July 1, 2020, of a national security law passed in Beijing has the potential to alter Hong Kong’s political landscape, though (as of August 2020) it is still too early for us to know exactly how.}\]
respond honestly to direct questions about sensitive political topics (see Cantoni et al. 2019 for a discussion). More generally, we believe that subjects would have reported their protest participation honestly given the fully legal, peaceful nature of the 2017 and 2018 protests.

It is important to discuss the ethical considerations in conducting our study. Our research design is based on a careful assessment of ethics. Here we briefly outline salient aspects: (i) IRB approval was received for the study; (ii) no minors are able to participate in the study; (iii) ex ante, we assessed a risk level that was minimal, that is, not larger “than those ordinarily encountered in daily life of the general population”: participation in the July 1 marches is unambiguously legal and was peaceful in all years prior to the study; (iv) ex post, the assessed risk was minimal, as the marches we studied remained peaceful, with zero protesters charged for any offenses across the two years studied; (v) our experiment is tiny relative to the size of the July 1 marches that we study, with treatment affecting total turnout by roughly 0.1 percent.

The timeline of the experiment is as follows (see also online Appendix Figure D.1).

- **June 2017—Baseline Survey and Assignment of Treatment:** We elicit subjects’ own political preferences and beliefs, beliefs about the political preferences and beliefs of others, and planned and past political behavior. We assign and implement the experimental treatment.
- **July 2017—Effect on Protest Participation and Short-Run Impacts on Beliefs and Preferences:** We elicit participation in the 2017 march as well as political preferences and beliefs (short-run treatment effects). Measured beliefs and preferences capture potential mechanisms through which the individual-level or social network–level treatment can shape protest turnout in 2018.
- **June 2018—Long-Run Impacts on Beliefs and Preferences:** We elicit political preferences and beliefs (long-run treatment effects) immediately before the 2018 march. These outcomes again capture potential mechanisms shaping 2018 protest turnout.
- **July 2018—Persistent Effects on Protest Participation and Friendship Formation:** We elicit participation in the 2018 march (our outcome of interest) as well as information on new or stronger friendships formed with politically active individuals. This represents another potential mechanism generating persistent political engagement.

In our study we focus on the 849 subjects for whom we have complete data. The attrition rate is quite low, with over 90 percent retention rates across the multiple waves of the study. In online Appendix Table D.1, we present evidence that the sample that completed all of the study waves looks very similar to the sample of individuals who selected out of the study. We also present all of our analyses re-weighting our experimental sample to match the full sample before attrition, and this has virtually no effect on our findings.

---

5 We provide a detailed discussion of ethics and our risk assessment in online Appendix B. All experimental materials (recruitment email, treatment prompts, full survey questions) are provided in online Appendix C.
C. Treatment Design Details

We aim to encourage protest participation without explicitly paying for turnout—directly paying for turnout could potentially generate a set of compliers very different from the typical protest participants we hope to study.\textsuperscript{6} To generate a strong first stage without paying directly for turnout, we pay for behavior \textit{conditional} on turnout: providing information that would help estimate crowd sizes at the protest.\textsuperscript{7}

Specifically, within the online survey, individuals randomly selected to be in the treatment group are presented with the following prompt:

Because many students attend the events of July 1, we are asking a subset of survey participants to help us get a better estimate of the July 1 March attendance. … We would like to ask you to participate in this scientific endeavor. This should take only 5 minutes of your time while you are at the March. … Once you have uploaded all the information, we will pay you additional HK$350 for your time and effort.

Subjects in the treatment group received an email the day before the July 1, 2017, march with detailed instructions on how to complete the task. Treated subjects would be able to use a secure link to upload the information we requested. Subjects who upload all requested information and complete the protest participation reporting module would be eligible to receive the bonus payment.

We also want to control for income effects that might arise from our payment in the treatment condition, perhaps generating feelings of reciprocity or otherwise distorting subsequent survey responses in the treatment group. To do so in a politically neutral way, we design a “placebo treatment” that indirectly incentivizes subjects to engage in a very similar activity—traveling to central Hong Kong—for a similar amount of money but \textit{unrelated} to politics (the weekend after the July 1 march). Rather than paying subjects for helping us estimate crowd size at the protest, we pay subjects for helping us estimate metro station crowding. We thereby aim to create a comparison group with identical income effects but no exposure to a political treatment.

Income effects will be comparable between the indirect protest incentive treatment and placebo treatment groups only if take-up rates are similar. As intended, take-up rates in our treatment and placebo treatments are very similar, differing by only around 2 percentage points (online Appendix Figure D.2).

In addition to the random assignment of the treatment (and placebo treatment) at the individual level, we also randomize treatment intensity across relevant social networks. We randomly vary the proportion of study participants receiving the treatment (and placebo treatment) across major × cohort cells—a relevant social network for university students given the shared course work.\textsuperscript{8} At the cell level, the

\textsuperscript{6}“Compliers” in our experiment do not appear to differ significantly from individuals in our sample who had participated in previous protests (online Appendix Table D.2).
\textsuperscript{7}Estimating crowd sizes has been conducted by the research team, contributing evidence to a highly contentious debate in Hong Kong (Lin 2018). Using data from our experimental subjects, we estimate that the 2017 march was attended by 26,000–37,000 people—quite similar to the Hong Kong University Public Opinion Programme’s estimates. Refer to online Appendix E for details.
\textsuperscript{8}We aim for around 100 cells with 10–20 subjects per cell; when major × cohort cells are much bigger or smaller, we adjust by merging cells (across majors within cohort) or splitting cells (by gender or residential
treatment intensity is experimentally assigned at a level of 75 percent of subjects in around 35 percent of cells, 50 percent of subjects in 30 percent of cells, 1 percent of subjects in 20 percent of cells, and 0 subjects treated in 15 percent of cells. The placebo treatment is assigned at the cell level as follows: 0 percent of subjects in approximately 40 percent of cells, 1 percent of subjects in 30 percent of cells, 50 percent of subjects in 25 percent of cells, and 75 percent of subjects in 5 percent of cells. The cell-level intensity of the placebo treatment is cross randomized with the cell-level intensity of the indirect protest incentive treatment, subject to satisfying the adding-up constraint (for example, we could not have a cell with both 75 percent treatment and 75 percent placebo treatment). The result of our cross randomization is that around 45 percent of subjects receive the indirect protest incentive treatment, 20 percent receive the placebo treatment, and 35 percent are pure controls.

In the online Appendix (Tables D.4 and D.5), we present summary statistics and tests of balance at the individual and cell levels. We compare subject characteristics across treatment, placebo treatment, and pure-control subjects as well as between the treatment group and a broader “control group” that pools placebo and pure-control subjects (this is consistent with our pre-analysis plan and supported by our finding that outcomes are nearly identical for placebo treatment and pure-control individuals).

At the individual level, we generally find balance on observables across treatment and control groups, with the exception of gender. At the cell level, we see some systematic differences, with imbalance arising due to our construction of social network cells, which were sometimes defined at the major × cohort × gender level. Random assignment generates several high treatment intensity, all-female cells. To address concerns that imbalance affects our estimated treatment effects, we control for cell fixed effects throughout. In addition, we control for gender interacted with treatment. These analyses suggest that imbalance on observables does not meaningfully affect our results.

II. Main Results: Treatment Effects on Protest Turnout

A. Average Treatment Effects

In Figure 1, panel A, we begin by presenting the short-run (2017) effects of the indirect incentive for protest attendance. In the left-hand graph, one can see that turnout rates in the treatment group are substantially (about 10 percentage points) and statistically significantly higher than in both the pure-control and placebo address). Online Appendix Table D.3 lists the 98 social network cells that we form.

9 Due to the small cell sizes, the 1 percent treatment intensity results in cells that have either nobody treated (0 percent) or 1 individual treated (producing a treatment intensity of approximately 10 percent). We present target and actual treatment intensity for each cell in online Appendix Table D.4.

10 This is an important dimension of imbalance to account for, though we do not find evidence that gender is associated with 2017 protest turnout among control subjects (p-value = 0.675).

11 Importantly, all of our results that rely on variation across cells (i.e., heterogeneous treatment effects associated with cell treatment intensity) are robust to the inclusion of an interaction between the individual treatment indicator and any of the unbalanced cell characteristics identified in Table D.6. See online Appendix Tables D.7 and D.8.

12 Throughout the analyses presented, we conduct two-sided tests for statistical inference. While deviating from the one-sided tests that we pre-registered, this approach is more conservative.
treatment groups. One can also see that protest attendance rates are very similar (and statistically indistinguishable) in the placebo treatment and pure-control groups. Any income effects contributing to changed protest participation in 2017 are thus unlikely to be large. To gain power, we pool the pure-control and placebo treatment groups into a larger comparison group that, for concision, we refer to as the “control” group (right-hand graph). Table 1, panel A, column 1, displays the analogous results in regression format, controlling for cell fixed effects. Column 2 adds the interaction of subject gender and the treatment dummy. Regression results suggest around a 10 percentage point increase in 2017 turnout, on average, among treated individuals.

We next examine whether the indirect incentive for protest attendance in 2017 generates long-run (i.e., 2018) average treatment effects on protest participation. Figure 1, panel B, presents the results. In the left-hand graph, we display raw attendance rates across treatment arms. Turnout rates remain substantially—around 5 percentage points—and statistically significantly higher in the treatment group compared to either the placebo or pure-control group. Results are analogous when considering the pooled control group (right-hand graph). Table 1, panel A, column 3, presents regression estimates of the treatment effect in 2018, including cell fixed effects. Column 4 adds the interaction of subject gender and the treatment dummy. We find an approximately 5 percentage point average effect of the incentive treatment on 2018 turnout. We can estimate the average causal effect of 2017 protest attendance on 2018 attendance at the individual level, exploiting variation in 2017 attendance arising from our experimental treatment. Two-stage estimates—from a regression of 2018 turnout on 2017 turnout, instrumented by treatment—show a coefficient of 0.47 (p-value < 0.01); that is, subjects who are randomly indirectly incentivized into protest participation in one year are nearly 50 percent more likely to turnout to protest a full year later when the incentives are no longer in place.

B. Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

We next examine the extent to which protest attendance varied in response to both individual-level treatment and treatment intensity at the social network (major × cohort) level. Importantly, this is the only dimension of heterogeneity we examine, it is the only dimension of heterogeneity that we included in our pre-analysis plan, and the variation exploited is experimental.

In Figure 2, we plot turnout rates by individual treatment status (treatment versus pooled control) and cell treatment intensity (1 percent treated, 50 percent treated, or 75 percent treated) for 2017 (panel A) and 2018 (panel B). One can see in panel A...
that in 2017 turnout rates are significantly higher among treatment group individuals than control and that the gap in turnout rates between treatment and control subjects is of approximately the same magnitude regardless of treatment cell intensity. These results are robust to controlling for cell fixed effects and the interaction of gender with treatment (see Table 1, panel B, columns 1–2). Any complementarities across treated peers within a social network were not very strong in 2017, nor do there seem to have been large spillovers to untreated subjects. It seems that the treatment affected turnout in 2017 very much at an individual level.

In contrast, one can see in Figure 2, panel B, that in 2018 turnout rates are differentially higher among treatment group individuals in treatment cells with higher treatment intensity. We find a marginally significant negative treatment effect in
the 1 percent treatment intensity cells, modestly greater 2018 protest participation among treated subjects in cells that are 50 percent treated (relative to controls in the same cells), and economically and statistically significantly greater 2018 protest participation among treated subjects in cells that are 75 percent treated (relative to controls in the same cells). One can see in the table of p-values reported in Figure 2 that the difference in treatment effects between the 75 percent treated and 1 percent treated cells is highly statistically significant, and the difference between the 75 percent treated and 50 percent treated cells is marginally statistically significant. The difference in treatment effects between the 50 percent treated cells and the 1 percent treated cells is significant as well. These results, too, are all robust to controlling for cell fixed effects and the interaction of gender with treatment (see Table 1, panel B, columns 3–4).\footnote{17}

\footnote{16} The negative treatment effect in the 1 percent treated cells may result from sampling variation—estimates become insignificant when we control for the interaction of gender and treatment—or may reflect a particular (negative) experience of 2017 protest participation among treated subjects in low treatment intensity cells that reduces 2018 turnout.

\footnote{17} In online Appendix Table D.7, we present all of the results in Table 1, panel B, under various alternative specifications. First, we control for the interaction between the treatment dummy and each unbalanced characteristic observed in Table D.6. We also control for the interaction of the treatment dummy and predicted protest attendance. We first predict control group individuals’ protest turnout in 2017 using a full set of demographics. Then, using the estimated coefficients from this regression, we predict all subjects’ turnout based on their demographics. This is a parsimonious way of controlling for relevant subject characteristics without losing too many degrees of freedom.
As an additional exercise, we examine treatment effects on planned protest participation in 2018 (elicited the week before the July 1, 2018, march) as an auxiliary outcome. While we find no significant average treatment effect on planned participation (Table 1, panel A, columns 5–6), we do find that planned protest participation among treated subjects is greater in major × cohort cells with higher treatment intensity, matching the pattern observed for actual protest participation (Table 1, panel B, columns 5–6).

The absence of heterogeneous treatment effects by cell treatment intensity in 2017 and their presence for both planned and actual turnout in 2018 suggests that a crucial change took place between the 2017 and 2018 marches. This was specifically among treated individuals within major × cohort social networks that were more intensely treated (and thus exhibited greater turnout at the 2017 march). We next explore mechanisms related to changed social interactions that might generate sustained political engagement.

Appendix Table D.11 also presents p-values calculated using permutation tests as well as results from a re-weighted sample to account for attrition. Results across these specifications are very similar to those in Table 1.
III. Mechanisms

What explains the persistent engagement of individuals who turn out to protest due to our experimental intervention? Here we consider the possibilities that changed social interactions among treated subjects in major cohort cells with high treatment intensity might have shaped subjects’ friendship networks, lowered their coordination costs, shaped their political beliefs and preferences, and changed their beliefs about others.

A. The Formation of New or Stronger Friendships

How might the variation in treatment intensity at the cell level have generated significant interactions with individual treatment status? Several pieces of evidence are suggestive of the importance of new or stronger friendships formed as a result of march attendance—either at the march itself or thereafter. First, heterogeneity driven by preexisting friendships among treated subjects (prior to 2017) would have made heterogeneous treatment effects in 2017 more likely. We do not find evidence of these. Second, preexisting friendships would have been as common between a treated and control subject as between treated subjects. If attendance in the 2017 march by a treated subject shaped 2018 turnout among her preexisting friends (i.e., those from before the 2017 march), one should see heterogeneity in turnout rates associated with cell treatment intensity in 2018 among the control group as well as the treatment group. The fact that we only see differentially large turnout rates in high treatment intensity cells among treated subjects suggests that joint attendance at the 2017 march was crucial in shaping turnout in 2018.

We directly elicit changes in subjects’ friendships since the 2017 protest in the July 2018 survey. We estimate a regression model analogous to the baseline model estimated in Table 1 but consider as the outcome subjects’ reported new or stronger friendships (Table 2, column 1). Indeed, we find patterns of new friendship formation that correspond quite closely to the patterns of 2018 protest attendance: new political friendships are reported significantly more often by treated individuals in the cells with the highest treatment intensity (and new political friendships are actually less common among treated subjects in cells with 1 percent treatment intensity). These new friendships could have directly affected 2018 protest turnout through increased social utility from protest participation or could have stimulated turnout by reducing coordination costs or affecting beliefs or preferences.

B. The Reduction of Coordination Costs

One natural role that friends play in shaping protest turnout is in reducing coordination costs. Among subjects who planned to turn out, reduced coordination costs would induce a higher rate of converting their planned protest participation into actual participation. To examine this possibility, in Figure 3, we split our sample of subjects depending on their planned 2018 protest participation.

18 While we specifically ask about friendships since the 2017 march, it is possible that some of these friendships were formed after the 2018 march.
We then plot the actual participation in 2018 depending on own treatment status and major × cohort cell treatment intensity for subjects who planned to turn out (panel A). We find by far the highest conversion rate of protest plans into action—at over 40 percent—among treated individuals in the highest treatment intensity cells. This may reflect differential information about transportation, meeting times and locations, and differential social pressure as well. Reduced coordination costs might also induce turnout among individuals who did not plan to attend a protest. Indeed, we find that among those subjects who did not plan to participate (panel B), there is significantly higher protest turnout among treated subjects in high treatment intensity cells.

C. Changes in Subjects’ Political Preferences and Beliefs

Standard models of protest participation would suggest the importance of changes in expected payoffs from participation arising from changed political beliefs (e.g., about the political climate or incumbent regime) or changed preferences. We consider subjects’ political preferences (e.g., regarding democracy) and beliefs about future political outcomes. We summarize outcomes in each category (preferences and beliefs) by constructing z-score index variables with larger positive values indicating more antiauthoritarian responses, weighting by the inverse covariance...
of standardized variables, following Anderson (2008).\(^{19}\) We do so separately for outcomes elicited just after the 2017 protest and just before the 2018 protest, as we pre-register. For completeness, we present the treatment effects on all individual outcome variables in online Appendix Table D.8, adjusting \(p\)-values for multiple hypothesis testing, following List, Shaikh, and Xu (2019).

In Table 2, columns 2–3, we consider as outcomes subjects’ political preferences in 2017 and 2018 using the baseline specification estimated in Table 1.\(^{20}\) We find a marginally significant shift toward more antiauthoritarian political preferences among treated subjects in 2017, on average. However, we do not find evidence of heterogeneous effects associated with cell treatment intensity (though estimates are noisy). In Table 2, columns 4–5, we examine subjects’ political beliefs in 2017 and

---

\(^{19}\) The full text of the survey questions entering the indices is provided in online Appendix Section C.1.

\(^{20}\) In online Appendix Table D.8, we present all of the results in Table 2 but include a full range of controls. Online Appendix Table D.12 also presents \(p\)-values calculated using permutation tests as well as results from a re-weighted sample to account for attrition. Results across these specifications are very similar to those in Table 2.
2018 as outcomes. We find very small average treatment effects on political beliefs in both 2017 and 2018. We see some suggestive (albeit noisy) evidence of beliefs moving in an antiauthoritarian direction among treated subjects in high treatment intensity cells in 2017 but not 2018.

Overall, while our estimated treatment effects on political preferences and beliefs are noisy, we do not find compelling evidence matching the heterogeneous treatment effects we observe on protest participation, particularly just prior to the 2018 march.

D. Changes in Subjects’ Beliefs about Others

We next examine subjects’ beliefs about the political preferences of others. Such beliefs about others may affect strategic considerations in deciding whether to protest (to the extent that they shape subjects’ beliefs about other people’s protest participation) and could plausibly be affected by the political engagement of subjects’ social networks. In Table 2, columns 6–7, we consider as outcomes subjects’ beliefs about others in 2017 and 2018. As in the previous section, we construct a z-score index variable with larger, positive values indicating more optimistic (antiauthoritarian) beliefs about others.

We find that in 2018, treated subjects in the high treatment intensity cells are significantly more optimistic about the support of others for Hong Kong’s antiauthoritarian movement, while treated subjects in the 1 percent treatment intensity cells are significantly more pessimistic. If such optimism translates into subjects’ optimistic beliefs about others’ protest participation, then the changed beliefs about others could actually decrease the tendency to protest in 2018, as we have previously found that protest participation is a game of strategic substitutes in this context (Cantoni et al. 2019). This points toward previously discussed mechanisms (e.g., social utility or coordination costs) as more plausible explanations for persistent protest turnout among treated subjects in high treatment intensity cells.

IV. Conclusion

Our work provides evidence that social networks play a crucial role in shaping individuals’ persistent participation in political movements. The next step is to better understand how social interactions affect political engagement. We provide suggestive evidence of the importance of friendship formation and strengthening. Looking ahead, one naturally wonders how important increased joint consumption value from protest participation, changed social image considerations, reduced costs of coordination, and improved information transmission are. We cannot confidently rule out a role for changed political beliefs and preferences. A better understanding of the mechanisms through which social interactions sustain political engagement will not only help interpret patterns of political mobilization but can also inform dynamic models of political movements.
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